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2018 Annual Report
How we’re building a cycling-friendly city for all
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Mission

We are a member-supported organization that advocates for a safe, healthy and vibrant cycling city for all.

Vision

Toronto is an outstanding cycling city. It embraces cycling as an essential mode of transportation. It upholds the principles that streets
are for people, and that no traffic fatalities are acceptable.

We believe in people.
As an inclusive, grassroots, member-

the joy of cycling and its power to bring

solutions that make cycling an issue

communities together.

for all. We reject divisiveness and

diversity of people and perspectives, and

We are an authoritative source in the

the universal right to mobility.

public conversation about cycling—a

We collaborate.
We celebrate the notion that no
organization is an island. We embrace the
power of partnership, adopting a spirit of
cooperation and teamwork.

We love bikes.
We are driven by passion. We celebrate

partisanship, adopting a balanced,

We are leaders.

supported organization, we celebrate a

pragmatic approach with broad
resonance. We hold the city, and other

position we sustain by being trustworthy,

sources of power, to account.

We transform our city.

credible, thoughtful and reliable. We
develop and promote information and

We help people improve communities;

ideas that are honest, accurate and rooted

access democracy; and live healthy,

in evidence.

connected lives. We are committed to
sustainability; social justice; and the

We drive change.

safety, dignity and wellness of all.

We shape policy by presenting sensible

Media: highlight reel

We’re a leading voice on all matters related to cycling in Toronto.

Vision Zero

Nearly two years since Toronto announced
Vision Zero, the city is on pace for its
deadliest year for pedestrians and cyclists
(Toronto Star, Tamar Harris)

Bike Plan

How much progress has
been made in city’s 10-year
cycling plan? (CityNews,
Roger Peterson)

Pre-election polling

80% of Toronto residents support
building protected bike lanes, poll
finds (CBC News, Lauren Pelley)

Saving lives

Three cycling projects that will
actually save lives (NOW Magazine,
Samantha Edwards)

Shifting gears

New council needs
to shift gears on
‘piecemeal’ Vision
Zero plan, road safety
advocates say (CBC
News, Lauren Pelley)

Bike theft

Brazen daylight bike theft points to
‘crisis’ in Toronto, cycling advocate
warns (CBC News, Lisa Xing)

Reaching more people

Our social media following grew
to 33,000+, and we expanded our
reach with radio, podcasts, and
community papers.

Board President’s
Message
The past year saw exciting progress for
cycling in Toronto, including a unanimous
vote to make the Richmond, Adelaide
and Simcoe cycle tracks permanent,
based on the recommendations of a city
staff report revealing major increases in
ridership. However, implementation of the
10-Year Cycling Network Plan has been
frustratingly slow.
Now more than ever, Toronto needs a
strong voice calling for a city-wide grid of
safe streets that will get people moving
while protecting vulnerable road users
and our environment. For this reason, the
Board is taking steps to strengthen Cycle
Toronto’s reach, influence and financial
capacity.
This Annual General Meeting the Board
of Directors is pleased to bring to the

membership a proposal to apply for

Engagement, and Liz Sutherland, Director

charitable status. The Board believes

of Advocacy & Government Relations

that this step presents a significant

(Interim), who stepped up to lead the

development opportunity for the

organization during Jared Kolb’s parental

organization as Cycle Toronto matures

leave this year.

beyond its 10th anniversary.

my term comes to an end with a sense

Strategic Plan to guide the operations

of extraordinary optimism for our

and advocacy of the organization going

organization and gratitude for the hard

forward. This process follows a recent

work and support of our staff, volunteers,

update to Cycle Toronto’s mission,

members and directors. Thank you for

vision and values and represents the

riding with us in this incredible city.

most comprehensive strategic review
the organization has undertaken since
its founding in 2008. The plan will be
informed by the results of our 2018
Member Engagement Survey, through
which you gave the Board and staff

President,
Board of Directors

The Board and staff would also like
to express their deep gratitude to
Keagan Gartz, Director of Programs &

public realm, and protected bike lanes.

It’s 2019 and we’re ready to work with

would swap two automobile lanes on

built – and not just downtown, but across

Brandin O’Connor,

insight into your concerns and priorities.

Executive Director’s
Message
the new term of Council to get bike lanes

Finally, after six years as a Board member,

Board and staff are also developing a

Detractors were outraged that the City
Yonge Street between Sheppard and Finch
for two bike lanes and vowed to defeat

Elections are a key part of solving the
city-building puzzle; we leaned in hard
during the municipal election with a
successful #BuildTheGrid campaign. We
were thrilled that 14 of Toronto’s 25 city
councillors committed to accelerating the

Toronto. In last year’s annual report, I

the project as an example of yet another

described how in this town, it takes a

‘bike lane to nowhere’ project. We saw the

build out of the cycling network. Our next

village to build a bike lane; while that’s

opportunity to move back from the front

task is to hold our elected officials to

true, this year, I’m thinking about city

lines and instead strategically support

their commitments.

building as a puzzle.

other groups like Friends and Families for

As an organization, we see the whole
scene – the potential for a better city. But
it’s the work we do on the ground with our
volunteers, committees, ward advocates
and partners that allows us to get the
pieces into place to achieve that vision.
Solving the puzzle of city building
requires working in partnership across

Safe Streets and the Ryerson City Building
Institute to define the issue as one of city

Building broad and diverse coalitions and
unlocking the power of elections were key

building and road safety. While we were

outcomes last year. People are riding in

facing certain defeat in January 2018,

Scarborough, Etobicoke, and North York –

thanks to our coalition work, by March we

now the infrastructure needs to catch up.

had secured a deferral to 2019. We expect

Together, let’s continue to work both on

to see the Transform Yonge proposal

the ground and

return to council this summer.

strategically to
solve the puzzle.

issue areas and with a diversity of voices

As safe streets advocates, sometimes

that resonate with power. We saw this

the only option is to hold the line

firsthand with the Transform Yonge

defensively and wait for a better

debate that would swap two automobile

opportunity. I believe we accomplished

Jared Kolb

lanes for widened sidewalks, an enhanced

that with Transform Yonge.

Executive Director

ADVOCACY
Building support
for more bike lanes
Our approach to advocacy continues to
evolve. We organized Torontonians across
the city during a wild ride of an election,
and secured support for building the bike
plan and accelerating implementation.
We reframed the ‘Bikes vs. Cars’ narrative
that would have stopped the Transform
Yonge project in its tracks. We convened
a Protected Intersections Working Group
and demonstrated a pilot at Open Streets
TO. We expanded our District Advocacy
program to connect wards and move the
needle on projects that transcend ward
boundaries. Our goal? To build capacity
and arm leaders with the tools, resources,
and know-how to organize for impact.
As we looked to the October election,
we distilled our message into a simple
proposition: with a grid of safe streets,
Toronto would be a more active and
healthy city. This formed the backbone

We collected 4,800+
#BuildtheGrid
signatures from
constituents in all 25
wards, demonstrating
broad support for a
cycling-friendly city
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of our #BuildtheGrid campaign to collect

Families for Safe Streets, bringing public

signatures, engage with Torontonians

awareness to the devastating impacts

across the city, and work with candidates

of road violence, generating media

across the political spectrum. Our intrepid

attention through press releases, events,

canvassing team was out on the streets

and direct action.

in key wards across the city to collect

Looking ahead, we’ll renew our focus

signatures and invite conversation.

on our three corridor campaigns: Bloor,
Danforth, and Yonge, drawing on our

Bikes Now: Strengthening
& Growing Cycling
Infrastructure in Toronto

proven strategies from the Bloor bike lanes
while working with local stakeholders.

Our #BuildTheGrid asks:

We wrapped up our two-year Bikes
Now public engagement campaign

1.

Do you commit to supporting

with the David Suzuki Foundation,

building protected bike lanes on

which carried momentum from our

main streets, including the major

success with the Bloor bike lanes

corridors identified in the Cycling

to build community support for bike

Network Plan?
2.

lanes on the Danforth and Yonge.

Do you commit to supporting
building safe, connected routes

We also worked with a coalition of road

in your ward as identified in

safety advocates under the banner of

the Plan?

#BuildtheVisionTO to push for streets

3.

Do you commit to supporting

that put people first. We continued to

accelerating the Plan to be built

steward vital work like Friends and

in the next four years?

We obtained over
50% of elected
councillors’ support
for our 3 asks to build
the Cycling Network
Plan, and get it done
by 2022

We earned 20+
media pieces, from
outlets including the
Toronto Star, The
Globe and Mail, CBC,
CTV, and The Global
News

We trained 200+
participants at 8
district advocacy
events to help
advocates connect
and access city hall

we sent out 6
#BuildTheGrid
Action Alert mailings,
ensuring our message
got through to
the mayor’s and
councillors’ offices

Our #BuildTheGrid campaign demonstrated broad public and political support for a city-wide network of bike lanes
to be built during this term of council
4.

ENCOURAGEMENT
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Bike Month

Bike Valet

Our 29th Annual Bike to Work Day Group

Our signature Bike Valet program

Commute brought out 2,000+ people

continues to offer a secure, monitored

from across the city to Nathan Phillips

bike parking service at events ranging

Square for a breakfast celebration.

from concerts to movie nights. We

We reached more people than ever by

provided 1,800+ people with bike parking

promoting our Bike Month Contest far and

at 19 events. New this year, we parked

wide, building our social media following,

bikes for people attending the Festival

and strengthening our media presence.

of South Asia, thanks to our 2018

Bike Month 2018 was supported locally

Community Fund Partner, Toronto Hydro.

by the City of Toronto, MEC, CLIF Bar,

Toronto Bicycle Music
Festival

Scarborough Cycles

Bikes, parks, and music make for a

demonstrates the value of programming

quintessential Toronto experience. That’s

that connects cycling to community

why Cycle Toronto acted as Presenting

building. Our North Scarborough Green

Partner for the 9th Annual Toronto

Loop Ride with Scarborough Cycles

Bicycle Music Festival (TMBF). We also

and CultureLink was a great chance to

collaborated with TBMF, Arts in the Parks,

experience Scarborough’s hidden gems.

and Tune Your Ride to lead rides to four

We welcomed 40+ people to our second

pedal-powered Sunset Series concerts in

Scarborough Cycling Summit, where

parks across the city to encourage people

participants learned how to get involved

to try riding somewhere new.

with local advocacy projects.

CP24, Smart Commute, Bike Share
Toronto, VIA Rail Canada, Jet Fuel Coffee,
and NOW Magazine.

“Having Cycle Toronto
manage the Bike Valet at
The Word On The Street is
an invaluable opportunity
for our festival attendees.”
-Organizer, The Word on the Street

We earned 18M+
media impressions
from 50+ articles,
including CBC,
CityNews, and
Global News

We welcomed riders
at 10 Bike Month
commuter stations,
reaching 2,000+
participants, thanks to
the support of 6 partners

From festivals to
rides, participants
organized 100+
events across Toronto

Coldest Day of the
Year Ride
Our annual ride celebrates the joys of
winter riding while pushing for more bike
lanes on main streets and highlighting
the need for better snow clearance of
bike lanes so that people can ride yearround. With 160 riders, we rolled along the
Danforth, Yonge, and the King St. transit
pilot corridor.

Our work with Scarborough Cycles

Nearly 4,700 people
across the GTHA and
Guelph entered our
Bike Month contest:
a 50% increase from
2017

From trails to cycle
tracks, we featured
8 Great Places to Ride
on bikemonth.ca

We celebrated our biggest Bike Month yet!
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EDUCATION
Street Smarts

Building a cycling-friendly city goes
beyond infrastructure. Equally important
is supporting people to navigate Toronto’s
streets, trails, and paths with confidence.
We reach people where they are, whether
it’s through free workshops, outreach
stations in neighbourhoods across
Toronto, or giving out maps and Toronto
Cyclists Handbooks at community events.

Get Lit!

why every October we run Get Lit!, an

Toronto’s Smart Commute workplace

educational campaign to keep people

engagement program. From Basic Bike

biking at night safe and visible. This

Maintenance to Road Rules, participants

year we worked with The City of Toronto,

came away with the confidence and know-

Toronto Hydro, and Redpath Sugar to

how to get around the city by bike.

distribute a set of front and rear lights to
riders at five stations, sending them off
safely into the night.

Workshops galore

Our workshops reach people newer to
cycling as well as seasoned commuters.
We delivered a record number of 69

Sometimes a pair of lights can make a

workshops at libraries, community

world of difference to riding safely. As

centres, and workplaces throughout

the days get shorter in the fall, we often

Toronto, thanks to partnerships with the

see people riding without lights. That’s

Toronto Public Library and The City of

Road Rules: a different
approach to sharing
our streets
Our new, interactive workshop
focuses on building empathy to
address common situations that we
all encounter when moving through
Toronto’s streets, from sharing
space with other road users, to
understanding the different ways to
make turns, to passing safely.

“...this workshop is valuable for a broad audience, including
experienced cyclists, as a refresher of the rules that they
should know, plus new cyclists, who may not be knowledgeable
of the laws that apply to them, and even non-cyclists/
pedestrians, as it provides insights into the rules of sharing the
road with other users.”
– Lawrence Ludlow, Intelliware

We delivered 69 Safe Cycling and
Bike Maintenance workshops to
950+ participants.

We worked with 3 partners to
distribute 1,200+ lights to riders
at 5 stations as part of our Get Lit!
campaign.

We helped people across the city build skills and confidence.
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The Bike to School
Project
With this project we reach the next

generation of cyclists where they spend
a good part of their day – at school! In
partnership with the Toronto District

Our Bike to School programming
reached 14,700+ students at
73 schools across the GTA.

“The Walk and Roll event
is always a hit at our
school...We had some first
time cyclists attend and
many parents stopped the
volunteers to express how
much they like it.”
-Teacher in Toronto

shoulder on an arterial road to facilitate

administrators, and students in doing civic

access to a popular park.

engagement in support of safe cycling

Bike to School Week went Ontario-wide
for the first time. 543 schools registered,
50,000+ students biked to school, and

The Bike to School Project is a

shaping cycling-friendly communities.

collaborative initiative led by CultureLink
Settlement and Community Services in
Toronto Cycling Think and Do Tank. It is
funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

well as comprehensive programming in

Announcing
Families & Educators
for Safe Cycling

to see school communities advocate
for new infrastructure installed to make
biking better.
One school erected and painted an eyecatching shipping container to house
their bike fleet. Another school worked

in four neighbourhoods across Toronto,
provide skills training, and connect them

programs to students of all ages, as
secondary schools. We were pleased

goal is to reach parents and educators

60%+ of schools reported on their activities.

partnership with Cycle Toronto and the
School Board, we offer cycling education

infrastructure near their school. Our

We often hear from parents, caregivers,
and educators that they want to bike

with their families and students, but don’t
have the information or resources to
take the first step. That’s why the Bike to

to redesign the driveway and parking lot

School Project in partnership with Cycle

with pavement markings guiding cyclists

Toronto and the Toronto Cycling Think &

to improved bike parking and an on-

Do Tank launched Families & Educators

site repair stand. In East Scarborough,

for Safe Cycling, a two-year initiative to

students led to effort to install a painted

mobilize and support parents, teachers,

to decision-makers so they can lead on
Families and Educators for Safe Cycling is
supported by the Metcalf Foundation.

“Having a biking club
program was an amazing
idea to have in our school.
For the first time there was
a club in our school that had
activities and learning skills
that every student needs to
learn and to do. Before this
club I didn’t know how to
ride bike properly and after
this club I had the courage
to ride my bike in the road.”
-Sunilla, High School student

Photo: Bike to School Project
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MEMBERSHIP & DONORS
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Getting more people
to ride

program continues to grow, with new

Bloor and Danforth, and also opened

members Revelo, Switchback Cyclery, and

up roads like Front St. and University

Career Cycles on board.

Ave. to experience what biking on those

With 3,000 members, Cycle Toronto is
a strong voice advocating for a cycling-

Ride for Safe Streets

friendly city. Memberships are the

Why do we ride for safe streets? Because

foundation of our work and underpin

despite all that we’ve accomplished, we

our efforts to expand our reach across

we know we need a city-wide connected

Toronto’s neighbourhoods. Not only

grid of bike lanes to ensure a truly safe

does being a member contribute to

and vibrant cycling city for all. And we

strengthening our power, it also includes

know our voices can be heard when we

Thanks to our Lead Sponsor, Bike Law

perks! This year, we offered members

come together. On Saturday September

Canada, and prize sponsors Sweet Pete’s,

services like lock cuts, flat fixes, and

22, we welcomed 250 people – a 167%

and Urbane Cyclist.

free legal advice, and added bike shop

increase from last year – to ride a police-

discount partners. Our Business Member

escorted tour of the city. We rode on

“The Ride for Safe Streets was a magical way to spend a Saturday morning...I’d
recommend it to cyclists of all ages. It was such a wonderful community
ride to support CycleTO in the advocacy work they do to improve cycling
infrastructure. Ultimately this makes for a better city for everyone...people
who cycle, people who walk, people who have to drive.”
-Ride participant

streets could feel like if we redesigned
them with all modes of transportation
in mind. For many participants, this was
their first group ride, and we heard lots of
positive feedback on the ride experience.
Together we raised $45,500 to support
our advocacy work.

Dutch Auction
Every year, we hold a Dutch auction as
a part of our AGM. This year, we raised
nearly $15,000 thanks to a flurry of
generous contributions. The best part?
Watching staff members Jared and Mark
entertain the crowd by navigating an
obstacle course on tiny bikes.
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FINANCES: BUDGET &
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

Capital Assets
Net of accumulated
amortization of $6,975
(2017 - $4,696)

Liabilities
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities

2018

2017

$ 96,343

$ 134,008

46,551

43,940

2,618

2,565

145,512

180,513

9,113

11,392

$ 154,625

$ 191,905

2018

2017

$ 17,134

$ 19,028

6,551

5,632

Deferred revenues

5,000

18,000

$ 28,685

$ 42,660

Unrestricted

Membership fees

2018

2017

125,940

149,245

$ 154,625

2018

2017

$ 143,932

$ 138,625

Bike Month

123,220

91,570

Donations and fundraising

107,466

141,984

Grants

96,750

112,328

Workshop fees,
merchandise sales and
other events

38,210

40,555

Bike Valet parking services

25,177

29,356

$ 534,755

$ 554,418

2018

2017

333,575

292,840

Program delivery

80,989

35,992

Occupancy and
telecommunications

36,071

31,980

Services and events

27,939

45,954

General and administration

24,430

24,989

Website

22,055

26,552

Membership

15,887

10,307

Advocacy

6,599

18,133

Outreach

6,224

12,247

Amortization of
capital assets

2,279

2,153

Governance and
strategic planning

2,012

3,843

558,060

504,990

Excess (deficiency) of
Revenues over Expenses

(23,305)

49,428

Net assets, beginning
of the year

149,245

99,817

$ 125,940

$ 149,245

Expenses
Staff

Government remittances
payable

Net Assets

Revenues

$ 191,905

Net assets, end of year
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OUR COMMUNITY
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Thank you

Board of Directors

like to thank our outgoing Board members, Chantelle Campbell-

• Kathryn Randle, Vice-Chair • Adrian Currie, Vice President •

Scholzberg, Brandin O’Connor, Jessica Rosenberg, and Michael

Melana Roberts, Secretary • Jessica Rosenberg, Secretary •

Werneburg, for their hard work and dedication as volunteer

Mark Shultis, Treasurer • Robert Zaichkowski, Vice-Treasurer • JP

Directors of Cycle Toronto.

Solmes, Vice-Treasurer • Chantelle Campbell-Scholzberg, Director

On behalf of all members, the Board of Directors and staff would

Brandin O’Connor, President • Francesca Allodi-Ross, Chair

• Joseph Travers, Director • Priyanka Vittal, Director • Michael
The Board and Executive Director also wish to extend their
gratitude to non-director special advisors serving on the Board’s
working sub-committees: Lachlan Holmes (IT), Ashley Quan
(Fundraising), Alex Cheesman (Fundraising), and Jeff Brown
(Governance).

Werneburg, Director

Bike to School Project Staff

Kristin Schwartz, Assistant Manager, Sustainable Communities •
Chantelle Campbell-Scholzberg, Program Worker • Samuel Perry,
Program Worker
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Jared Kolb, Executive Director

Keagan Gartz, Director
of Programs & Engagement

Liz Sutherland, Director of
Advocacy (Interim)

Mark Romeril, Development
Manager

Sarah Bradley, Communications
Manager

Claire McFarlane, Programs &
Operations Coordinator

Kevin Cooper, Campaigns &
Joan Milway, Executive & Program
Engagement Manager (outgoing) Assistant (outgoing)

Coordinators, Ride
Guides, and Educators
Alison Zimmer • Alex Fortuna • Alan

Sellathamby • Andrew Vrana • Calvin Wong
• Danielle Griscti • Grace McNee • Jaclyn
Carbone • Keiren Alam • Lizzy Deshman
• Michael Adamson •Nathan Postma •
Rachel Lissner • Rahul Mehta • Rick Wong
Robert PylpIiw • Samuel Perry

IT Committee

Alex Cheesman • Chantelle CampbellScholzberg • Jon Taranu • Jonathan
Sleeuw • Michael Werneburg • Lachlan
Holmes • Mark Romeril

Advocacy Committee
Chloë Hill • Clayton Rudy • Darnel Harris
Geoff Kettel • Herb van den Dool • John
Taranu • Liz Sutherland • Michael Black
• Paula Turtle • Priyanka Vittal • Robert

Friends & Families
For Safe Streets
Steering Committee
David Stark • Jared Kolb • Kasia

Zaichkowski • Adrian Currie • Kevin Cooper

Briegmann-Samson • Keagan Gartz • Kevin

• Jared Kolb

Cooper • Liz Sutherland • Melissa Dowrie •
Patrick Brown • Yu Li

Fundraising
Committee

Adrian Currie • Alex Cheesman • Ashley
Quan • Chantelle Campbell-Scholzberg •
Joe Travers • Kyla Winchester • Maggie
Garratt • Mark Romeril

Platinum Business Members

Silver Business Members

Urbane Cyclist Worker Co-op • McLeish Orlando

Career Cycles • Fix Coffee + Bikes

Gold Business Members

Program Partners

Sweet Pete’s Bike Shop • Mountain Equipment Co-op

Toronto Hydro • Steam Whistle Brewing • Intelliware • CLIF Bar

880 Cities • Revelo • Switchback Cyclery • Dark Horse Flyers •

The Centre for Active Transportation • Ontario Trillium Foundation •
ECHO Foundation • Metcalf Foundation • CultureLink Settlement &
Community Services • David Suzuki Foundation • City of Toronto

Volunteers
Adam Smith • Adrian Currie

Simmons • Debra Mewdell

• Kasia Kmiec • Kathleen

Henriques • Nadine Pozzobon

• Aerrow Far • Albert Koehl

• Deniz Ozturk • Donna

Mackey • Katrusia Balan •

• Natalie Kanias • Nell Van

• Alex Mather • Alexandre

Patterson • Dorian Douma •

Kelly Karpala • Ken Brown •

Meter • Nicholas Haley • Oliver

Nolet • Ali Musavi • Alisha

Eddie Eng • Elizabeth Rees

Kevin Rupasinghe • Kevin

Bertin • Patrick DeRochie •

Tran • Anastasia Leshchyshyn

• Ellen White • Emily Gaetz •

Walker • Kinga Potrzebowski

• Andre Martin • Andrew

Erin Sparks • Ethan Chiddicks

• Kirsten Dahl • Klaudia

Peter Rogers • Phil Pothen •

Ng • Andrew Stokes • Anne

• Eva Szabo • Felix Whitton •

Power • Kris Langille • Kyla

Fleming • Arthur Klimowicz

Geoff Kettel • Gerry Brown •

Winchester • Laura Dean •

• Ashley Quan • Barney

Gord Coutts • Hanna Jones •

Lauren Corindia • Lee Scott •

Bayliss • Beatrice Chachel •

Heather Crawford • Helen Qu •

Lois Figg • Louis Fliss • Louise

Burns Wattie • Caitlin Allan •

Holly Reid • Hyedie Hashimoto

Gilmour • Luis Patricio • Luis

Charles Kinsley • Chloë Hill •

• James Pyo • Jan Eadie •

Zugasti • Luke Alderson •

Chris Caputo • Chris Hoyle •

Janet Joy Wilson • Jared

Madeleine Alderson • Marc

Christina Bouchard • Christine

Ong • Jessica Schmidt • Jim

Klein • Marjorie Nichol • Mary

Desrochers • Clancy Pryde •

Pagiamtzis • Jimmy Lu •

Ann Neary • Mary Jo Pollak •

Clay McFayden • Cliff Mewdell

Joanna Weis • Joe Travers •

Matt Pinder • Melanie Blain

• Craig Barnes • Daphne

John Tabone • John Taranu •

• Melinda Medley • Melissa

Slaughter • Tammy Chou •

Jackson • Darnel Harris •

Jonathan Schmidt • Joshua

Goldstein • Michael Adamson

Tim Watson • Tom Eminowicz

Dave Konkin • David Edwards

Thompson • Joy Dertinger •

• Michael Black • Michael

• Tom Flaherty • Tom Worrall

• David Juliusson • David

Judith Saul • Julie Carter •

Cowie • Michael Holloway •

• Trish Joong • Val Dodge •

Keogh • David Milroy • David

Jun Nogami • Karen Ward

Michael Pogorzelski • Monica

Vivien Leong • Will DosSantos

Randy Tsomis • Ravi Joshi •
Rob Cooke • Robert Pylypiw
• Robert Zaichowksi • Robin
Crombie • Robyn Hughes •
Ron Hart • Ron Kluger • Ryan
Taylor • Sean Gorman • Sharon
Moon • Sigrun Frey • Siva
Vijenthira • Sophie Jacazio
• Steve Purificati • Stuart
Smith • Suhail Barot • Sylvia
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Cycle Toronto | 192 Spadina Ave, Suite 215 | Toronto, ON | M5T 2C2
We are a member-supported organization.
Add your voice to the call for safer streets: cycleto.ca/join

Thank you to all the volunteers and staff for all the
effort and enthusiasm they pour into making Toronto
city streets safe for cycling throughout the year.
~ Ride participant

